The Challenges of AMP Programming

As multicore technology evolves, more and more SoCs are designed to have Asymmetric Multicore architecture to achieve cost efficiency as well as higher performance. A typical AMP has heterogeneous cores that run on different operating systems, hardware accelerators and distributed memory that may not be shared by all cores. In the case of Symmetric Multicore Processors (SMP), where the cores are identical and run the same OS with the same shared memory architecture, using inter-core communications, scheduling and load balancing provided by the OS is relatively straightforward. Programming AMP devices requires a new level of parallel programming skills to control and coordinate different cores and OSs to achieve the level of stability and performance that comes with single core or SMP programming.

Traditional asymmetric multicore processing requires static partitioning of the multicore resource at compile time. This is often challenging because the software loading at runtime cannot be determined in advance, especially for cutting-edge technologies, such as 4G LTE, LTE advanced and cloud computing. A typical solution is to leave excess headroom to ensure the system will function correctly in the worst-case scenario. The impact of over allocating resources is inefficient resource utilization, which results in increased product cost. On the other hand, manually re-partitioning and optimizing the software can induce tremendous software effort when initially undertaken or when new features are introduced, field enhancements are requested or requirements change.

The efficiency of synchronization and Inter-Processor Communication (IPC) is essential in multicore programming. The lack of proper hardware support for various synchronization and IPC mechanisms results in poor multicore utilization and reduced system performance due to excessive software overhead.

This is even more true in AMP multicore systems, where software scalability and flexibility are difficult to achieve.

Innovating with Multicore Navigator

Multicore Navigator is an innovative packet-based infrastructure that facilitates data movement and multicore control. TI’s heterogeneous KeyStone architecture combines DSP CorePacs, ARM® CorePacs, hardware AccelerationPacs and I/O peripherals. They are physically interconnected with TeraNet and logically interconnected through Multicore Navigator. In TI’s
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Multicore processors bring new challenges to programmers. More than half of the cost of a multicore project comes from software development. Multicore programming is particularly challenging with Asymmetric Multicore Processors (AMP) where different types of processing elements, such as RISC and DSP cores, reside in the same device. This is primarily due to minimal or no operating system (OS) support for resource management and load balancing, which results in poor scalability and inefficient resource utilization. Texas Instruments’ innovative KeyStone II multicore architecture is designed to simplify multicore programmability by providing specialized hardware to facilitate scheduling and load balancing. Through these facilities, KeyStone II has achieved a performance breakthrough in multicore programming.
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KeyStone II architecture, Multicore Navigator includes queue manager with 16K hardware queues which typically hold pointers to packets that consists of descriptors and data payload, eight uRISC cores with 3,200 MIPS, packet DMA for data movement and a hardware data structure that supports 1 million descriptors. PacketDMA is also built into the AccelerationPacs and I/O subsystems, so that Multicore Navigator can move data from any element to any end point without core intervention.

Multicore Navigator provides a unified interface for CorePacs, AccelerationPacs and I/O using hardware queues for different system endpoints as shown in Figure 1. This provides an AMP system with a common communication methodology for all IP blocks. Traffic routing, IPC, resource management, scheduling and load balancing are managed by Multicore Navigator hardware by leveraging built-in uRISC cores in the queue manager which are designed to optimize and expedite data flow. Tasks are dispatched and distributed by the queue manager to the least loaded cores or IP subsystems on demand.

Multicore Navigator provides a highly efficient inter-core communication mechanism. Hardware queues and packet DMA are the basic building blocks for IPC. Certain queues are designed to be able to generate interrupts to cores for IPC. The uRISC core inside Multicore Navigator enables autonomous queue monitoring and management with programmable interrupt notification. Multicore Navigator substantially eliminates software overhead, reduces synchronization latencies and boosts IPC throughput. In addition, it enables lock-free programming models. Figure 2 illustrates IPC using Multicore Navigator.
While addressing the challenges of multicore in TI's KeyStone II silicon architecture, the benefits of the hardware architecture are only truly achieved by application software developers bringing out the full multicore performance. On the software front, TI is investing in standard programming methodologies which will make the benefits of KeyStone II with Multicore Navigator transparent to the application. There are numerous multicore programming trends evolving as standards in the industry and in academia. A common theme to all of these approaches focuses on application software developers using certain means to describe their application parallelism through language expressions which are later mapped to the underlying runtime. The runtime handles the mapping of the processing to the underlying hardware architecture.

Navigator Runtime is a thin and scalable software layer that enables Multicore Navigator to achieve a higher level of parallel programming performance providing increased scalability, portability and efficiency. The combination of Multicore Navigator and Navigator Runtime is a powerful, unique solution for the challenges of AMP programming.

The main function of the Navigator Runtime is to distribute jobs over multiple cores. Jobs are put into virtual queues waiting to be executed. Central scheduling is performed by the uRISC cores embedded in Multicore Navigator hardware. Jobs are selected based on priority, atomicity and locality by the scheduler then distributed to a software dispatcher which is the essential part of Navigator Runtime residing in each of the cores. The dispatcher sends each job for execution by a processing element which could be threads in a core, an AccelerationPac or an I/O endpoint.

Taking advantage of Multicore Navigator, the abstraction of job producer and consumer is done through Navigator Runtime. By leveraging embedded uRISC cores for centralized scheduling (without consuming MIPS on the primary DSP or ARM® cores), low overhead, low latency and high throughput of 250K jobs per core can be achieved for unmatched parallel-programming performance.

Figure 3 depicts the Navigator Runtime concept and its interaction with Multicore Navigator.
Multicore performance can be measured using speedup which is defined as sequential execution time in a single core divided by multicore execution time. In an ideal scenario, the speedup of an eight-core system will equal 8. In reality, and due to multicore overhead such as multicore bus arbitration, memory access latencies, cache coherency management, synchronization and IPC, the typical speedup is far from ideal. Navigator Runtime consumes very little overhead aiming to achieve close to ideal speedup to maximize multicore performance.

In an example of LTE uplink physical layer processing, a sequential code is broken into 1,024 jobs for antenna data processing, channel estimation, equalization, etc. An average job has 4K input data and 2K output data that resides in shared memory. Navigator Runtime will be used to schedule and dispatch those jobs into eight different cores, so the speedup is measured as the following:

\[
8\text{-core speed up} = \frac{\text{Sequential code execution time in a single core with data in local L2 memory}}{\text{Parallel 8-core execution time with data in shared DDR3 memory}}
\]

In a parallel eight-core execution case, several Navigator packet DMA channels can be allocated to preload the data from DDR3 into local L2 memory before processing and posting data from L2 into DDR3 after the processing, acting like the CPU cache operation to reduce memory access latencies. As a result, the measured speedup in a KeyStone device shows that with a job size of 32K cycles, the benchmark data measured from an eight-core KeyStone device can achieve a speedup of 7.8. With a job size of 16K cycles, it can achieve a speedup of 7.7, which is very close to an ideal speedup of 8. Navigator has significantly improved in KeyStone II, as compared to KeyStone I, with 4 times uRISC engines to enable more resource for scheduling, double the packet DMA channels and double the hardware queues and descriptors to provide better execution throughput.

Figure 4 demonstrates KeyStone Navigator Runtime speedup with different job sizes comparing the ideal speedup measured from 2–8 cores.
TI’s KeyStone II architecture also features 6MB of on-chip shared memory (MSMC memory) across all heterogeneous cores. Memory access performance with MSMC is very close to L2 memory access. When data is put in the MSMC, preloading and post storing of data using Navigator is not needed and can achieve similar speedup as above. Large on-chip share memory provides unique advantages for multicore performance with low system latency compared to alternative solutions.

Navigator Runtime can support a variety of system applications, or integrate with high-level multicore programming paradigms such as OpenMP.

OpenMP is an Application Programming Interface (API) that supports multi-platform shared memory multiprocessing programming. It consists of compiler directives, runtime library routines and environment variables. In OpenMP the user identifies parallelism in their software by using language directives (e.g., pragma), and potentially using tools to help. OpenMP pragmas are read by an OpenMP-compatible compiler which transforms the sequential code annotated with pragmas into parallel code and inserts calls into the OpenMP runtime. The runtime latency and overhead performance of a multicore programming methodology will limit the parallelization that can be achieved for an application on a specific device. Lower latencies and overheads provide greater opportunities for parallelization in an application and, in turn, achieve greater multicore efficiency.

Initially, OpenMP was specified for shared memory architectures. Support for distributed memory and heterogeneous processor architectures is currently under discussion. TI’s Navigator Runtime can serve as the runtime system for OpenMP. Multicore synchronization and IPC can be efficiently handled by queues and packet DMA engines in Navigator. Early benchmarks demonstrate that using Navigator Runtime as OpenMP runtime can significantly reduce the pragma construct overhead. This can significantly increase the level of parallelization inside a multicore system, so that the programmer can focus on identifying the parallel tasks. The scheduling and load balancing is automatically managed by Navigator Runtime with simplified programming and maximized multicore efficiency.

Figure 5 on the following page illustrates a KeyStone-based AMP programming flow using Navigator Runtime and OpenMP. TI’s Code Gen Tool v7.4, which comes with Code Composer Studio™ Integrated Development Environment, is an OpenMP-ready compiler. This programming flow is generic so it can be applied to wide variety of multicore applications and scale to a different number of cores and system dimensions. The goal is to enable multicore performance with the simplicity of single-core programming.
Multicore Navigator is an innovative and intelligent chip infrastructure for KeyStone devices that facilitates multicore programming. Multicore Navigator and Navigator Runtime provide an abstraction of each hardware component enabling platform virtualization with resource management, scheduling and dynamic load balancing to maximize multicore efficiency and achieve higher hardware utilization with lowered system cost. By combining it with high-level multicore programming paradigms, such as OpenMP, Navigator Runtime simplifies AMP multicore software design, increases multicore program scalability and flexibility, and enables rapid deployment of new technologies at reduced cost.

Figure 5. KeyStone AMP programming flow using Navigator Runtime

Conclusion

Multicore Navigator is an innovative and intelligent chip infrastructure for KeyStone devices that facilitates multicore programming. Multicore Navigator and Navigator Runtime provide an abstraction of each hardware component enabling platform virtualization with resource management, scheduling and dynamic load balancing to maximize multicore efficiency and achieve higher hardware utilization with lowered system cost. By combining it with high-level multicore programming paradigms, such as OpenMP, Navigator Runtime simplifies AMP multicore software design, increases multicore program scalability and flexibility, and enables rapid deployment of new technologies at reduced cost.
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